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Abstract
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is predominately a disease of older
adults, with the median age of diagnosis 68 years; 59% of
all cases are diagnosed in persons age 65 years or older.
Although older patients have been underrepresented in
clinical trials, pooled analysis suggests similar treatment
benefits with fluorouracil and leucovorin (5FU/LV) for
older patients compared with younger patients, while the
evidence of treatment benefit from oxaliplatin-containing
regimens is less compelling. Many helpful tools that
provide estimates of prognosis, risk of recurrence, risk
of severe toxicity with chemotherapy, and functional
age can aid clinical decisions. In this review, we present
the evidence for adjuvant chemotherapy in older adults,
discuss helpful tools that can aid in adjuvant decision
making, and present a suggested treatment approach to
adjuvant chemotherapy in older adults with CRC.
Key words: Colon cancer, adjuvant chemotherapy, elderly,
geriatric oncology, treatment-related decision making

Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second leading cause of cancer
death in the United States, with an estimated 136,000 new cases
and over 50,000 deaths in 2014 alone.1 As with most cancers,
CRC is predominately a disease of older adults. The median age
of a CRC diagnosis is 68 years, and 59% of all cases of CRC
are diagnosed in persons over the age of 65 years, with 35%
older than 75 years.2 As the US population continues to age, the
absolute number of cancer cases and the proportion of cancers
occurring in the elderly (≥65 years) will both increase.3 Thus,
providing optimal care for older adults with CRC is a pressing
issue.
A hallmark of aging is the gradual loss of physiologic reserve,
with a resultant reduced ability to compensate when exposed to
stressors such as infection, cancer, and chemotherapy.4,5 This
loss of physiologic reserve is accompanied by a gradual decline
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in normal organ function, such as reduced cardiac motility,
glomerular filtration rate, and hepatic volume.6-8 At the same
time, older adults also have a shift in priorities and social
support networks. Older adults are often less willing to initiate or
continue treatments with severe adverse effects (AEs), and value
their current time feeling well more than they value the potential
for increased longevity.9,10 Thus, even when the likelihood of
benefit may be the same, the AEs of adjuvant chemotherapy may
be less appealing to older patients. Adjuvant treatment decisions
require a careful balance of changes in physiology and priorities,
with decisions being thoughtfully individualized.
Since a 1990 National Institutes of Health consensus
conference, adjuvant 5-fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy
for node-positive CRC has become the standard of care in the
United States.11 However, despite these recommendations,
increasing age is significantly associated with lower likelihood
of receiving any adjuvant chemotherapy.12 The use of any
chemotherapy drops off quickly with advancing age, with
only 63% of those aged 75 to 79 years, 43% of those aged 80
to 84 years, and 14% of patients 85 years and older receiving
adjuvant therapy.13 Whether this trend represents thoughtful
and appropriate treatment on the part of patients and physicians
based on comorbid disease and limited life expectancy or an
inappropriate reflection of ageism is unclear.
Evidence for Adjuvant Therapy in Older Adults
In light of the aforementioned age-related changes, it is very
reasonable for patients and physicians to question whether
adjuvant therapy is equally safe and effective in the elderly.
However, because only a small minority of clinical trial
participants are over age 65 years, and even fewer over age 70,
subset analyses by age within individual trials are underpowered.14
To overcome this challenge, multiple pooled analyses and metaanalyses have been performed. In 2001, a pooled analysis of
7 trials that randomly assigned participants to fluorouracil
(5FU) with leucovorin (LV) versus observation in the adjuvant
setting showed a similar beneficial treatment effect in older and
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there is minimal or no survival benefit
of additional oxaliplatin to adjuvant
younger patients.15 5FU/LV appears to be well tolerated in both
5FU/LV in adults age 70 or older with stage III CRC.24 In
the adjuvant and metastatic settings with similar grade 3 and 4
the management of patients with stage II CRC, the benefit of
toxicity between younger and older patients with the exception
adjuvant chemotherapy is small regardless of age, and oxaliplatin
of leukopenia without excess infection.15,16 These data have
does not improve outcomes over 5FU/LV.20
been confirmed in independent studies for both 5FU/LV and
Table 1. Useful Resources for Management of Older Patients With
Colorectal Cancer

capecitabine.17-19
Based on the results of 3 adjuvant trials (MOSAIC,20
NSABP-C-07,21 and XELOXA22), oxaliplatin-based combinational
chemotherapy is considered the standard of care for patients
with stage III colon cancer, offering a 4% overall survival
(OS) benefit over 5FU/LV at 6 years. However, the additional
benefit of oxaliplatin in older patients appears to be attenuated.
Subset analyses of MOSAIC and NSABP C-07 trials showed
no significant benefit in OS with the addition of oxaliplatin in
patients age 70 or older (MOSAIC mortality hazard ratio [HR] =
1.10; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.73-1.65; for NSABP-C-07,
HR = 1.32; 95% CI, 1.03-1.70).20,21 In contrast, a subgroup analysis
of XELOXA, a study that evaluated the use of oral capecitabine
in combination with oxaliplatin versus bolus 5FU/LV, the
benefits of disease-free survival (DFS) were maintained regardless
of age, but no significant OS benefit was shown.22 In an analysis
using the ACCENT23 database of 2575 patients age ≥70 years
using oxaliplatin-based regimens versus 5FU/LV, although there
was a trend toward improved time to recurrence in oxaliplatintreated patients over age 70, there was no DFS or OS significant
efficacy benefit. However, there was only a borderline significant
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Evaluating Older Adults With Cancer
Given the potential for increased serious AEs and the long-term
impacts associated with chemotherapy, the choice of whether
to recommend adjuvant therapy to older adults should depend
on an individual’s risk of recurrence, estimated life expectancy
(without recurrence), and estimated risk of toxicity with
treatment (see Table 1 for a list of useful online resources). These
factors must all be considered in order to adequately weigh the
risk/benefit of adjuvant treatment. Regardless of the objective
measures of treatment benefit and toxicity, older patients may
arrive at different personal trade-offs in terms of the benefits
and risks of treatment, whether fit or frail.9 When discussing
potential treatment options, it is critical to consider a patient’s
values and preferences to inform the decision-making process.
Due to the heterogeneous aging process, age alone is not an
adequate measure of physiologic or functional age and is a poor
determinant of cancer outcomes. Traditionally, tools such as the
Karnofsky Performance Status (KPS) and Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group (ECOG) Performance Status have been used by
oncologists to assess functional status, but these tools are limited
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Table 2. Domains Typically Evaluated in a Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment and Suggested Measures
to Use
Domain

Potential Measures

Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL)
Activities of Daily Living (ADL)

Function
Status

Timed Up and Go (TUG) or gait speed
Vision and hearing assessment
Falls assessment
Number of comorbidities

Comorbidity

Number of medications

Cognition

Mini-Cog, Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE), or
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)

Nutrition

Unintentional weight loss in past 6 months,
Mini Nutritional Assessment (MNA)

Body
Composition

Body mass index (BMI), Lean body
mass assessment

Psychological

Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), Patient
Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9)

Social
Support

Medical Outcomes Survey (MOS) social
support survey

FIGURE 1. Comparison of Predicted Chemotherapy
Toxicity for 4 Hypothetical Older Adults
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% with severe toxicity

to simple numeric scales that although helpful, do not accurately
assess the function of older patients with cancer. Many tools have
been developed to better evaluate a person’s functional age.
The Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA) involves a
careful review of a patient’s health status, including functional
status, cognition, psychological state, nutritional status, social
support, polypharmacy, and comorbid illnesses (see Table 2
for more details and suggested measures).25 The feasibility of an
abbreviated, primarily self-administered CGA has been shown
in the oncology setting, in both community and academic
outpatient clinics.26,27 CGA is able to detect impairments not
typically identified in routine history or physical examinations,
and can be predictive of survival, chemotherapy toxicity,
postoperative morbidity, and mortality in older patients
with cancer.28 The CGA is a useful tool in the assessment of
a patient’s overall health status and potential frailty, a state of
decreased physiologic reserve.4,29 Although there is no clear
consensus or definition of frailty, a number of criteria can be
used to identify vulnerable older adults, such as the presence of
geriatric syndromes (such as falls or dementia) or dependence in
activities of daily living.5 Given the high risk of adverse clinical
outcomes for frail older adults,30 further research is under way
to better identify this population. Current evidence supports
evaluating elements of the CGA as a part of a routine evaluation
of older adults with cancer.28
Estimating life expectancy (without recurrence) is a critical step
in assessing the potential benefit of adjuvant treatment. Several
tools are available to assist in life expectancy estimation for use
within a variety of different populations.31 The vast majority
of CRC recurrences occur within the first 3 years, and nearly
all patients with recurrences will die within 5 years. However,
in patients with significant competing comorbidities that limit
overall survival, 6 months of adjuvant therapy for even a 15%
improvement in survival may not be warranted.32 Also, the use of
Web-based tools for assessing the benefit from adjuvant therapy
can help quantify outcomes with and without adjuvant therapy.
Tools such as Adjuvant! Online and the calculator derived from
the ACCENT database can be useful aids in the discussion of the
risk of tumor recurrence and potential benefits from adjuvant
chemotherapy, but they need to be interpreted in the context of
physiologic age.33,34
Although adjuvant chemotherapy is generally well tolerated
in older adults, due to diversity in overall health and physical
reserve inherent in older populations, the range of potential
toxicities can vary greatly. In a seminal publication by Hurria et
al,35 a chemotherapy toxicity prediction model was developed for
use in older adults that incorporates features commonly known
to increase risk of toxicity (age, creatinine clearance, baseline
hemoglobin), as well as CGA measures such as hearing status,
falls, and dependence on assistance with instrumental activities
of daily living (IADL). For example, using this predictive tool,
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Comparison of the risk of severe toxicity (≥grade 3) related to
chemotherapy of 4 hypothetical patients with colorectal cancer
with varying age and fitness levels using chemotherapy toxicity
calculator developed by Hurria et al.35 Fit patients have no
physical impairments and no laboratory abnormalities, and unfit
patients have fair hearing, a recent fall, and difficulty taking their
own medications (IADL dependency), with no lab abnormalities.
YO indicates years old.
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least 5 years should be offered adjuvant
chemotherapy. Frail older adults with
significant functional impairments and
limited life expectancies are not suitable
Calculate Life Expectancy, Estimate
candidates for chemotherapy. In older
Fitness, and Elicit Patient Goals
adults who are neither fit nor frail, the
decision-making process is the most
complex and requires a delicate balance
of the risks and benefits informed by
> 5 years
< 5 years
patient preferences. (Figure 2 provides
an overview of the approach to adjuvant
treatment decisions in older patients
Not fit nor
Goals not
Goals
with CRC.)
Frail
Fit
frail
consistent
consistent
In general, we recommend adjuvant
with
with
chemotherapy in all fit older patients
aggressive Tx
aggressive Tx
with stage III and many with stage II
Consider FOLFOX or
high-risk CRC. For fit patients with
5FU/capecitabine
No further Tx
stage III disease with life expectancies
Consider 5FU or
necessary
substantially greater than 5 years—
capecitabine
Estimate risk of
typically patients in their late 60s
severe toxicity
and early 70s—we suggest considering
an oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy
regimen, with the caveat that the
absolute survival benefit is quite small.
Moderate
Low
High
Risk
Given concern for relative 5FU/
Risk
Risk
LV resistance in tumors deficient
in mismatch repair enzymes, we use
Consider 5FU or
FOLFOX or omit chemotherapy
capecitabine
altogether given good prognosis.
Oxaliplatin should be avoided in
Suggested adjuvant treatment algorithm for use in older adults with colorectal cancer based
patients with pre-existing neuropathy,
on life expectancy, overall health status, risk of toxicity, and patient goals.
and it should be immediately stopped
5FU indicates 5-fluorouracil; FOLFOX, 5-fluorouracil + oxaliplatin; Tx, treatment.
if significant toxicity emerges, given
the uncertainty of the OS benefit of
oxaliplatin-based regimens in older adults. Due to the lack of
a fit 70-year-old male with no physical impairments would have
compelling benefit of oxaliplatin, we generally recommend using
an estimated 30% risk of grade 3-4 toxicity undergoing single5FU/LV or single-agent capecitabine. For 5FU, we recommend
agent chemotherapy for CRC, whereas a similar 70-year-old male
using the infusional modified de Gramont regimen. If an
with fair hearing, a recent fall, and difficulty taking his own
oxaliplatin-based regimen is chosen, we prefer the modified
medications (IADL dependency) would be estimated to have
FOLFOX6 regimen, and frequently begin at 20% dose reduction
a 72% risk of toxicity (Figure 1). Although the mortality risk
and escalate subsequently if there are any concerns about
from adjuvant chemotherapy itself is quite low, chemotherapy
tolerance. For patients with issues with count recovery, which
is associated with AEs that may potentiate or be potentiated by
is more frequent with older patients, we omit 5FU bolus.37,38
other comorbidities, thus resulting in morbidity or worsened
In patients who are unable to tolerate an ambulatory infusion
quality of life. In particular, oxaliplatin is associated with
pump, capecitabine plus oxaliplatin (used in the XELOX trial) is
peripheral neuropathy that can be made potentially worse by prealso reasonable, but we typically use 825 mg/m2 to 850 mg/m2
existing diabetes or lumbar stenosis, resulting in increased risk of
36
falls and/or disability.
twice daily rather than 1000 mg/m2.22
For patients who are deemed less fit or who have comorbid
conditions that are likely to limit 5-year survival, as well as those
Adjuvant Treatment Approach in Older Adults With CRC
with high-risk stage II disease that are mismatch repair enzyme
There is general agreement that fit, older adults who are active
proficient, we recommend single-agent fluoropyrimidine.
and without comorbidity and who have a life expectancy of at
FIGURE 2. Overview of the Approach to Adjuvant Treatment Decisions in
Older Adults With Colon Cancer
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Our preference in elderly patients is for infusional 5FU rather
than capecitabine, both as a single agent and in combination,
in light of capecitabine-based regimens being associated with
greater toxicity in older adults than infusional 5FU, at least in
the metastatic setting where this has been tested.39 Eliminating
the bolus of 5FU from the infusion regimen may significantly
mitigate hematologic toxicity.40 Although 6 months of therapy is
the optimal duration of adjuvant chemotherapy, there is evidence
that 3 months of adjuvant chemotherapy may be adequate,41 so
we feel comfortable discontinuing adjuvant therapy between 4 to
6 months if toxicity impairs quality of life.
Conclusions
In general, we recommend adjuvant chemotherapy in all fit
older patients with stage III and stage II high-risk CRC, and
recommend carefully considering the risks and benefits of
adjuvant therapy in nonfit and nonfrail older adults. We also
believe that it is critical to elicit the values of our older patients
to better understand their preferences with regard to how they
balance the potential for life prolongation and risk of AEs. Older
patients receive similar benefits from 5FU-based chemotherapy
as younger patients, but the incremental benefit from oxaliplatin
is reduced. Treating older adults with CRC requires a carefully
crafted individualized plan that balances an individual’s risk of
recurrence, estimated life expectancy and risk of toxicity, and
personal preferences.
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